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INternational Satellite Program In Research and Education

• Objectives:
• CubeSat	constellation	for	Earth	and	Space	Science	Research
• Global	ground	station	network
• Academic	program	in	mission	&	spacecraft	design,	operations,	and	data	analysis.
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4. COMPARATIVE TECHNOLOGY 

 
Figure 7 below illustrates the state-of-the-art for remotely measuring winds and temperature in the upper atmosphere.  
Evident here is the lack of comprehensive wind measurements, a fact highlighted by a recent White House study (OSTP 
2013[9]).  Temperature measurements are not as scarce, but are still seriously lacking.  Instruments such as MLS and 
SABER provide excellent temperature fields from limb emission measurements, but with poor horizontal resolution, in 
both cross-track and along-track altitude range, and local time coverage (Waters 1999[15], Russell 1999[16]).  Oxygen 
A-band measurements from RAIDS and OSIRIS have provided useful temperature fields, but only between 80 and 120 
km, with limited spatial coverage, and limited to daytime measurements (Christensen 1994[17], Llewellyn 2004[18]).   
 
The situation for wind measurements is worse.  Instruments such as HRDI and TIDI rely on airglow emission and are 
therefore limited in altitude and perform only daytime measurements (Hays 1993[19], Skinner 2003[20]).  A complete 
representation of the upper atmosphere, sufficient to capture the dynamical coupling of the lower and upper atmosphere, 
requires more comprehensive and finer resolution observations of wind and temperature than are currently available, 
including both nighttime and daytime measurements (Fritts 2003[21], 2011[22]). The DWTS’ 10-km along-track 
sampling resolution is up to 70 times finer than current state-of-the-art sensors.   
 

 
 

Figure 7.  Comparison to Existing Technology.  Altitude coverage and resolution of current and past satellite wind 
and temperature sensors, compared to DWTS.  Only DWTS provides both wind and temperature simultaneously 
and has 20-70 times better along-track horizontal spacing. At times of high solar activity, DWTS’ upper limit can 
extend to over 300 km.  Between 30-50 and above 95 km, DWTS measures both cross-track and along-track wind 
vector components.  (*UARS is no longer operational and TIDI’s performance has degraded) 

 
In addition to figure 7, the European Space Agency has spent over $1B trying to perfect a satellite-based laser for wind 
measurements (ADM-AEOLUS 2013[23]). A complete constellation of six two-sided DWTS instruments would supply 
real-time global monitoring of wind and temperature from 15 km to over 200 km, day and night.  Cost to implement an 
operational six instrument constellation of DWTS is estimated to be about $50M, plus DWTS measures both wind AND 
temperature simultaneously from the same air volume at more than 10 times the along-track resolution of any current 
instrument.  
 

5. Conclusion 
 
The DWTS instrument promises to revolutionize the global observation of high altitude winds and temperature.  A 
constellation of 6 DWTS instruments would provide global wind and temperature fields nearly real-time for 
“nowcasting”.  However, researchers believe these data could lead to major improvements in mid- to long-term weather 
forecasts.  This static, shoe-box size sensor may well provide a huge societal benefit. 
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Doppler	Wind	and	Temperature	Sounder

• New	gas	filter	correlation	radiometer	
measurements	of	wind	and	temperature	
(~25	– 250	km)

• Cross-track	limb	pointing	IR	camera	with	
cryocooler.	Processor	for	data	
aggregation.

• Designed	and	patented	by	GATS.
Fabrication	by	University	of	Colorado	
LASP.

• Still	requires	operational	heritage	in	
space	environment	(TRL	4).

Limb	scan	of	NO	
emissions

Doppler	shift	and	
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Doppler	Wind	and	Temperature	Sounder
Mass 4	kg
Volume 29	x	10	x	9	cm	(3U)
Power Standby	and	Operational:	7	W

Safehold:	1	W
Off:	0	W

Pointing	Knowledge ±0.5	arcmin,	all	axes

Pointing	Stability <	6	arcsec/sec
Attitude	Control 1° all	axes
Field	of	View Sun	most	not	appear	in	field	of	view.

Spacecraft	Velocity	
Knowledge

±1	m/s

Data	Rate Downlink	200	Mbits/day
Thermal	Stability FPA:	±0.1	K/minute

Gas	Cell:	±1	K/minute
Thermal	Requirement Anti-Sunward	Side:	-10	– 0°C

Ricor K527	Cryocooler
Observed	Emission NO	5.3	𝜇m

Lockheed Martin	SBF204	FPA
A
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The NO gas cell filter provides excellent sensitivity over much of the altitude range, and because of a remarkably 
fortuitous quantum characteristic (lambda doubling), reveals both horizontal components of the wind.  Together, the 
three-channel DWTS system has excellent sensitivity from cloud top to over 200 km.  We note that CO2 and N2O do not 
have the benefit of lambda doubling, producing only the cross-track component of wind.  An eventual constellation of 
two-sided DWTS instruments solves this problem with multiple instruments providing multiple look directions (wind 
vectors).  Also, Lieberman (2012[14]) has shown that just single vector global fields from multiple instruments are 
sufficient to retrieve planetary wave components and tides.  By iterating wave models with measurements, even the 
slight effect of along-track wind on the cross-track wind measurement can be recovered.  Therefore, at altitudes where 
both wind vectors are not sensed simultaneously (i.e. below 30km and between 50 and 90 km), a constellation of six 
DWTS instruments, small enough to be deployed on hosted payloads, would allow recovery of the completed global 
wind field. 
 

 
Figure 1. The DWTS instrument will view the Earth’s limb with a 20° horizontal and 10° vertical FOV. Shown 
here is a view to the port side of the ISS from the Nanoracks experiment platform on the JEM module.  However, 
DWTS is small enough to be deployed on hosted payloads and 6U MicroSats 
 

Instrument performance modeling. The DWTS gas filter correlation measurements produce an intensity variation on the 
array detector that shows an absorption dip corresponding to the convolution of the gas cell absorption lines with the 
spectral radiance of the source at the Earth’s limb. Since much of the observed radiance is not correlated with the gas 
cell, the signal is comprised of a background level and an intensity dip; the ratio of these two depends strongly upon 
limb altitude. The absorption dip function, which we refer to as the DIP (Doppler Integrated Pass) function, for a specific 
altitude point on the limb is created from 100 or more observations of that point as it passes through the FOV; therefore, 
a DIP function is completed every measurement sample time, roughly one complete function per second, producing a 7-
km sample spacing of both wind and temperature along the limb track parallel to the orbital track. Four different key DIP 
function features are measured, (1) a background signal; (2) a minimum irradiance dip position (with regard to boresight 
of the optical instrument); (3) an irradiance dip depth; and (4) an irradiance dip width. In spite of the number of 
molecular source and filter terms, the dip has a nearly Gaussian shape across ±10° FOV of the limb for many limb 
altitudes. (See Gordley and Marshall, 2011[12], and the tutorial noted above.) 
 

 
Figure 2.  DWTS single N2O channel instrument package. Single Channel Design Parameters: mass <7 kg, power 
<7 W, volume 30 x 20 x 15 cm, data rate < 10 kbps (with onboard processing), spectral bandpass 2170 ± 25 cm-1, 
FOV 9 x 20° 
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draw of 10 Watts steady state, and 15 Watts peak for 3-minutes. This is half the maximum 
electrical power draw of the cooler of 20W, thus we have significant margins to drive the cooler 
harder. Thermal control is maintained through a combination of active and passive methods. 
The optics (including the gas cell) are maintained to < 240K.  For the flight instrument, the heat 
pulled by the cooler is transferred through heat pipes using non-toxic fluids to radiators on side 
panels. Remaining thermal control is through heaters and passive conduction/radiation.  The 
envisioned constellation of “free-flyers” will allow much cooler optics and gas cells, which 
reduces noise and narrows the cell line-widths improving the DWTS DIP signature.  

 

 

Figure 13.  Dark current density versus 
temperature for InAsSb photodiode and nBn 
detector, and HgCdTe photodiodes with a cut-off 
wavelength of 5  μm. From: Performance 
comparison of barrier detectors and HgCdTe 
photodiodes (Opt. Eng. 2014;53(10):106105. 
doi:10.1117/1.OE.53.10.106105) 

 

OPTICS: The draft DWTS optical design is shown in Figure 14. This design supports the 
SB204 detector form factor and pixel pitch, using a 7.0°x 20.0° FOV, 43.3 mm effective focal 
length, 30 mm aperture, resulting in a fast F/1.4 system. The lens includes mixture of 
Germanium and ZnSe lenses as required for stray light control and image quality. Both 
spherical and aspherical elements are used, as the optics shall be diamond turned to the required 
surface figure and finish.  

Figure 14.  DWTS Optical Design 

 

ELECTRONICS: The camera electronics shall be 4-5 Watts from previously built boards. 
The cryocooler controller electrical budget is included in the 10W given. Thus the power for the 
instrument needed shall be 14-15 Watts (without reserves) or 23 Watts with 50% reserves. The 
mass is estimated to be less than 4 Kg (1 kg for the Integrated Detector Cooler Assembly, .75 
Kg for the mounted optics, 0.75 Kg for the electronics and cable hardnesses, and 1.5 Kg for the 
structure and mounts. A radiation tolerant by software design approach shall be taken using 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 15.  Single Channel DWTS Sensor Head 
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Mission	Concept
• 350	– 650	km	circular	orbit.

• Estimated	lifetime:	>	1	year	(350	km)

• Mission	objectives:
• Tech	demo	of	DWTS	wind	and	
temperature	measurements	from	30	–
200	km.	

• Demonstrate	using	lunar	scans	to	
mitigate	stray	light	effects.

• Sample	all	local	times	for	all	longitudes	
from	60°S	- 60°N	latitude	(3	month	
operational	period).

Is	this	feasible	using	a	CubeSat	platform?
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noise ratio than AM systems. UHF and VHF are chosen because they are cheaper and amateur 
radios can help. Amateur radio stations are numerous across the globe.  

The data rate was analyzed using TIMED satellite as a sample satellite. Using a sample TIMED 
TLE, gpredict and STK softwares, it is found that the spacecraft will have the following length of 
over-pass time, frequency of over-pass per day and combined duration per day: 

GROUND STATION DURATION FREQUENCY COMBINED 
DURATION 

Taiwan 10 mins 4 times/day 2824.576 
secs/day 

India 10 mins 3 times/day 2704.205 
secs/day 

Singapore 10 mins 3 times/day 2753.968 
secs/day 

Colorado 10 mins 5 times/day 3320.227 
secs/day 

Table 11: Length and frequency of ground-station pass-overs. 

Combining, the spacecraft should over-pass the ground stations 15times/day at around 10 mins per 
over-pass and a total duration of 193 mins/day.  

 

 
Figure 13: STK analysis of ground-station overpass. 

2.SR-COMM2: All data-processing shall be done on the ground. 

This requirement is in accordance with the chosen mission architecture. 



DWTS	Requirements	&	Solutions
Mass 4	kg 6U	CubeSat	bus
Volume 29	x	10	x	9	cm	(3U)
Power Standby	and	Operational:	7	W

Safehold:	1	W
Off:	0	W

Multiple	EPS	module	and	battery	options from	Clyde	
Space,	GOMSpace.	

20	x	GOMSpace NanoPower P110	Series	solar	panel	

Pointing	Knowledge ±0.5	arcmin,	all	axes Blue	Canyon	XACT	ADCS

Periodic	yaw	maneuvers

Pointing	Stability <	6	arcsec/sec
Attitude	Control 1° all	axes
Field	of	View Sun	most	not	appear	in	field	of	view.

Spacecraft	Velocity	
Knowledge

±1	m/s Multiple	COTS	GPS	solutions:
SkyFox Labs		pqNAV-L1/FM,	Surrey	SGR-05U,	SSBV	GPS	
Receiver,	GPSRM	1		

Data	Rate Downlink	200	Mbits/day Astrodev Helium	(VHF/UHF)
Ground	Stations:	
Colorado,	Taiwan, Singapore,	India

Thermal	Stability FPA:	±0.1	K/minute
Gas	Cell:	±1	K/minute

Integrated	Ricor K527	Cryocooler (DWTS)
Passive	thermal	control	components.

Thermal	Requirement Anti-Sunward	Side:	-10	– 0°C



Power	Budget	using	COTS	Solutions
INSPIRESat-1	Power	Budget	(Full	Duty	Cycle)

Subsystem Power	Requirement Notes
DWTS 7	W Operational	&	Standby	

modes
NAV 1.3	W GPSRM
EPS -
CDH 0.003	W CubeSat	Kit	Motherboard

COM 6	W Astrodev	Helium	(Transmit	
mode)

ADCS 2.83	W Blue	Canyon	XACT
Total 17.133	W
Margin 0.8566 5%	required	power	

consumption.

Requirement COTS	Solution

Solar	Panel	Power 44	W
(30%	power	loss)

20	x	GOMSpace
NanoPower P110	Series	
solar	panels	

Battery	Capacity 20	Wh
(70%	efficiency,	 80%	DOD)

Multiple	EPS	module	 and	
battery	options from	Clyde	
Space,	GOMSpace.	



Mass	Budget	using	COTS	Solutions
INSPIRESat-1	Mass	Budget

Subsystem Mass Notes

DWTS 4	kg -

NAV 0.012	kg	 pqNAV-L1/FM

EPS 0.2	kg
0.6	kg

Power	supply
GOMspace	solar	panels

CDH 0.088	kg CubeSat	Kit	Motherboard

COM 0.078	kg Astrodev	Helium	
(no	antenna)

ADCS 0.85	kg XACT	Capability

STR 1.64	kg Pumpkin	SuperNova 6U

TCS - TBD

Total	Estimate 7.468	kg

Margin 0.532	kg Based	on	8	kg	total	mass	
requirement.



Risks	Identified

Subsystem EPS ADCS Thermal

Risk High	power	requirements
No	Sun	at	certain	beta	angles

Attitude	knowledge	and	
control	requirements

Expected	temperature	range	
exceeds component	 survival	range.

Mitigation	
Options

• Reduced	payload duty	cycle
• Steerable	solar	panels
• Perpendicular	 fixed	arrays

• Blue	Canyon	XACT	
ADCS	module

• DWTS	cryocooler duty	
cycling	to	minimize	
disturbance	 torques.

• Component level	thermal	
modelling.

• Passive	thermal	control	
components	 for	non-payload	
subsystems.

Steady	State	Temperature	Range	(600	km):	
-69.4°C	~	50.1°C

Components Operational

EPS -40 ~ 85°C

Batteries 5 ~ 20°C

Solar Panels -150 ~ 110°C

DWTS -30 ~ 20°C
GPS -40 ~ 85°C
ADCS -10 ~ 40°C
Motherboard -40 ~ 85°C

Antennas -100 ~ 100°C
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Pointing	
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±0.5	arcmin,	
all	axes

Pointing	
Stability

<	6	
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Attitude	
Control

1° all	axes



Summary	&	Future	Work

• INSPIRESat-1	with	DWTS	as	payload	addresses	pertinent	scientific	needs	for	
middle	and	upper	atmospheric	wind	and	temperature	measurements	on	a	
global	scale.

• Independent	preliminary	studies	from	students	at	NCU,	CU,	and	IIST	show	
that	a	6U	CubeSat	with	COTS	components	is	feasible	as	a	spacecraft	option	
for	DWTS.

• Conceptual	designs	and	analysis	being	used	to	modify	payload	design	and	
mission	success	criteria,	in	preparation	for	payload	and	spacecraft	
fabrication.


